We present a comparative network theoretic analysis of the two largest global transportation networks: The worldwide air-transportation network (WAN) and the global cargoship network (GCSN). We show that both networks exhibit striking statistical similarities despite significant differences in topology and connectivity. Both networks exhibit a discontinuity in node and link betweenness distributions which implies that these networks naturally segragate in two different classes of nodes and links. We introduce a technique based on effective distances, shortest paths and shortest-path trees for strongly weighted symmetric networks and show that in a shortestpath-tree representation the most significant features of both networks can be readily seen. We show that effective shortest-path distance, unlike conventional geographic distance measures, strongly correlates with node centrality measures. Using the new technique we show that network resilience can be investigated more precisely than with contemporary techniques that are based on percolation theory. We extract a functional relationship between node characteristics and resilience to network disruption. Finally we discuss the results, their implications and conclude that dynamic processes that evolve on both networks are expected to share universal dynamic characteristics.
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The worldwide air transportation network supports the traffic of over three billion passengers travelling between more than 4, 000 airports on more than 50 million flights in a year [1] . The worldwide cargo ship network accounts for up to 90% of the international exchange of goods; approximately 60,000 cargo ships are connecting more than 5000 ports world wide with about a million ship movements every year [2, 3] . These two networks constitute the operational backbone of our globalized economy and society.
Although they are immensely important for facilitating exchange between geographically distant regions, the ever-increasing amount of traffic over such complex, densely-connected transportation networks introduces serious problems. Rising energy costs, pollution, and global warming are obvious concerns, but globalized traffic also plays a key role in the worldwide dissemination of infectious diseases and invasive species [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The first decade of the 21st century has witnessed the emergence and worldwide spread of two major global epidemics: the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2003 [20] [21] [22] [23] , and the recent H1N1 pandemic of 2009 [24, 25] . Both diseases rapidly spread across the globe in a matter of weeks to months, a process linked directly to long-distance traffic routes over which infected individuals dispersed infectious agents. In combination with increasing worldwide population size, which is expected to pass the 7 billion threshold within the next decade, and the concentration of the majority of the world's population in mega-cities and urban areas [26] , the impact of global pandemic events is expected to become one of the most challenging problems of the 21st century. The spread of invasive species into new habitats and ecosystems presents a similar and equally-significant problem [17, [27] [28] [29] . The largest vector of marine bioinvasion is assumed to be global shipping [30] .
Human-mediated bioinvasion has become one of the key factors in the global biodiversity crisis [31, 32] and may affect the stability of ecosystems, survival of species, and human health [11, 27] . The introduction of invasive species to foreign ecosystems has generated annual costs of over $120 billion in the United States alone [33] .
In addition to introducing environmental problems, the complex transportation web itself is subject to external disruptions. For instance, the unexpected eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 and subsequent closure of major European airports led to a major disruption in global traffic and significant economic stress over a period of several days. Other influences, such as meteorological events like hurricanes, the recent rise in acts of piracy in Somalia, or the financial crisis of 2007 also make flexibility in worldwide cargo traffic necessary and underline the vulnerabilty of international trade and transportation systems. It is therefore of fundamental importance to understand the resilience of these networks in response to regional and large-scale failure of parts of the network, and to identify "sensitive" regions of the network. This point becomes even more important in light of malicious terrorist activities.
A deep understanding of the structure of human transportation networks will lead to new insights into the geographical spread of diseases and invasive species, allow the development of new computational models for their time courses, and eventually allow us to predict their impact on our environment and society. Computational techniques for investigating the resilience of these networks in the face of partial failure will play a fundamental part in achieving this understanding; complex network theory [34] already provides a powerful theoretical tool in this respect. But, although both the worldwide air transportation network and the global cargo ship network have already been subjected to a number of network-theoretic analyses [6, 9, 21, 35, 36] , it is still unclear whether the observed properties of these networks are unique to a specific context, or are universal and generic. A lack of comparative studies in this direction, and indeed a lack of data, has lead to a scarcity of universal theories of the structure of transportation networks.
Here we address this issue using a comparative approach. We analyse and compare the structure of the worldwide air-transportation and cargo-ship networks (WAN and GCSN in the following) and show that a surprising number of properties are shared by both networks despite their different use, economic context, scale, and connectivity structures. The analysis suggests that the same fundamental principles guide the growth of both networks. Most importantly, it suggests that dynamic processes that evolve on these networks will exhibit similar dynamic features, an important insight since it implies that processes as different as emergent human infectious diseases and human-mediated bioinvasion can be investigated along the same line of research.
The dynamics of processes on networks are guided not only by the topology of the network, but also by the interaction strengths between pairs of nodes. One of the characteristic features of transportation networks is a strongly heterogeneous distribution of interaction strength. Among other things, this implies that the shortest topological path between two nodes may not be the path of strongest interaction, and we account for such effects by using the idea of effective shortest paths. These are analogous to the well-known topological shortest paths, except that the length of an edge is taken to be the reciprocal of the weight of that edge, and the effective shortest path is then the path that minimizes the total effective distance. This approach also reveals surprising similarities between the two networks.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sections II and III we introduce the WAN and GCSN and discuss their statistical properties and similarities. In Section IV we investigate and compare resilience of these networks in response to targeted attacks and random failure. In Section V we apply a recently developed technique based on shortest-path trees to compute the structural backbones of these networks. We discuss the implications of our results in Section VI. 
II. THE WORLDWIDE AIR TRANSPORTATION AND CARGO SHIP NETWORKS
The WAN and GCSN are infrastructure systems on which we travel and transport commodities on a worldwide scale. Complex network theory [34, 37, 38] provides the most plausible quantitative descrip- ship movements provided by IHS Fairplay [3] . This information was used to reconstruct the journey of 15,415 ships travelling around the globe during 2007 [9] . The GCSN is restricted to vessels bigger than 10,000 gross tonnages which accounts for 86% of the world fleet. For both, WAN and GCSN, the resulting weight matrix W is virtually symmetric, i.e. w i j ≈ w j i for all pairs i j . In order to guarantee strict symmetry we symmetrized the matrix according to w i j → (w i j + w j i )/2. This differs from the definition that was used in [9] , where the number of directed links was reported.
Both networks are depicted in Fig. 1 . Despite their global coverage and structural similarity, these networks exhibit distinct features. The WAN comprises approximately five times as many nodes but almost the same number of links, yielding a less-densely-connected network (σ WAN = 3.07 × 10 −3 as compared to σ GCSN = 5.72 × 10 −2 , see Table I ). Note that the GCSN here is restricted to large vessels [9] and consequently the total number of seaports in the world may be an order of magnitude higher, and thus in a similar range as the WAN.
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Node flux and degree are key characteristics, defined according to The typical traffic per link is given by the mean link weight 〈w〉, and although in the WAN it exceeds the GCSN by two orders of magnitude, the variability reflected in the coefficient of variation is significantly higher in the GCSN. The clustering coefficient c indicates the abundance of triangular motifs in the network, and in spite of the GCSN's higher connectivity the clustering coefficient is nearly identical in both networks. This indicates that both networks can be considered sparse and saturation effects are not significant.
A typical length scale of the network can be defined by
where p j i = w j i /F j and r j i the geographical distance between nodes j and i . The quantity p j i is the relative fraction of traffic from i to j with respect to the entire traffic through node i . Thus 〈r 〉 represents the mean distance traveled by a carrier in the network. According to this definition the typical length scale of the GCSN is approximately twice the size of the typical length scale of the WAN, see Table I .
Related to the geographic distance are topological distance measures defined by the connectivity of the networks. The diameter of a network can be defined as the average shortest-path length that connects a pair of nodes, d T . For WAN and GCSN d T = 4.16 and 2.34, respectively (in a fully connected network
III. UNIVERSAL STATISTICS IN LARGE-SCALE TRANSPORTATION NETWORKS
A key feature that many large-scale technological networks share is their strong structural heterogeneity in terms of link and node statistics and centrality measures. These networks typically contain a small fraction of hubs characterized by strong connectivity and high centrality scores complemented by a large number of smaller nodes that connect to the hubs. Distributions of centrality measures are often scale-free [36, 39] . Both the WAN and the GCSN exhibit these structural properties and, more importantly, their centrality statistics are almost identical, as is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows the relative frequencies of link weights, node degree, and node flux. and we find
with exponents α ≈ 1.5 and β ≈ 2.
A. Weighted betweenness centrality of links and nodes
Another commonly investigated measure for link and node centrality is betweenness centrality. The betweenness b of a link (or a node) is the fraction of shortest paths in the entire network of which the link (or node) is part of. Betweenness requires the definition of length of a path which in turn requires the definition of length of a link. In weighted networks a plausible choice for the effective length of a link connecting nodes i and j is given by the proximity λ i j defined by
This definition accounts for the notion that strongly connected nodes are effectively more proximate than nodes that are weakly coupled. The numerator 〈w〉 sets the typical distance scale λ 0 = 1/ 〈w〉 A Weighted betweenness centrality of links and nodes and λ i j is defined relative to it. Based on this effective proximity one can define the length of a path 
For a given pair of nodes, i 0 and i k many paths exists that connect these nodes along intermediate nodes
Using the definition of length of a path above, the shortest path between two nodes is defined as one with minimal l .
We define the effective distance d i j between nodes i and j as this effective length of the shortest path connecting them, i.e. d i j = d (i , j ) and denote the unique path associated with it by P s (i , j ). Based on this definition we define the diameter φ of the network as the mean shortest-path length over the ensemble of all pairs of nodes. According to this definition the WAN's diameter is slightly more than twice the diameter of the GCSN, see Table I . The reasons for this will be discussed in more detail in Section V.
We computed betweenness centrality b for both, links and nodes based on the set of all shortest paths two distinct functional groups. In fact the point b c at which the discontinuity occurs can be employed to separate links and nodes that belong to the operational backbone of the network [42] . A key observation is that the distribution of betweenness in both networks is very similar: both exhibit the discontinuity and both exhibiting scaling behavior in the two betweenness regimes.
B. Correlations in centrality measures
Degree, flux and betweenness typically exhibit positive correlations and scaling relationships with one another. For instance, recently-investigated mobility networks [9, 35, 41] exhibit a sub-linear scaling relation k ∼ F η with exponent η ≈ 0.58 and η ≈ 0.7. Figure 4 compiles scaling relationships we observe in the WAN and GCSN. To extract the scaling relationship we computed the mean of one centrality measure x conditioned on a second centrality measure y, that is,
where p(x, y) is the combined distribution of both. Our analysis shows that both networks exhibit a sub-linear correlation of degree with flux
with approximately identical exponent η = 0.75 for both networks and across 4 orders of magnitude of F . This is consistent with previous findings and the intuitive notion that node connectivity increases with 
Since η < 1 this implies that high flux nodes typically connect to other nodes with stronger links, as expected for transportation networks. The fact that η is almost identical in both networks is additional evidence that similar universal mechanism are responsible for shaping the topological structure of both the WAN and GCSN. Similarly, node betweenness scales as
with an exponent ζ ≈ 1 in both networks. A linear relationship between node flux and betweenness can be explained by the heuristic argument that typical betweenness values of a node increase linearly with its degree k. Likewise, since shortest paths are computed based on link weights, it is reasonable to assume that node betweenness scales linearly with the typical link weight of a node and thus
and hence one expects ζ ≈ 1 as observed. Conditional mean of link betweenness as a function of link weight 〈b|w〉 exhibit approximate scaling. Fig. 4c suggests sub-linear scaling for the WAN as opposed to super-linear scaling for the GCSN. This difference in scaling in both networks is the first marked difference that we observe in the statistics of centrality measures. Possible explanations are the differences in overall connectivity σ in both networks (see Table I ) and that there is a statistically-significant difference in the way that weights are distributed among the nodes.
IV. NETWORK RESILIENCE
A key question in the context of large-scale technological and infrastructural networks concerns their response to local failure and resilience to accidental, partial breakdown or anticipated attacks. Both the WAN and GCSN are subject to unpredictable, recurrent, and extreme weather conditions that lead to repetitive and regionally-localized failure that must be compensated for by re-routing traffic or replanning schedules.
Random failures and targeted attacks are typically investigated using the framework of percolation theory [43, 44] . A random (failure) or selected (attack) fraction q of nodes is removed from the network and structural responses of the network are investigated as a function of q. Important insight was gained in studies that investigated random or selected node removal in random networks [43] [44] [45] [46] . One of the most important findings of these studies was that scale-free networks with power-law degree distributions respond strikingly differently in scenarios that reflect random failures as opposed to selected removal of central nodes. For instance, scale-free networks are relatively immune to random removal of nodes and extremely sensitive to targeted removal of high centrality nodes. Since centrality measures such as degree, betweenness, and flux typically correlate in these networks, this effectively amounts to removal of nodes that function as hubs. One of the essential questions in this context addresses the critical fraction q of removed nodes that are required to disintegrate the global connectivity of the network. This critical value is the percolation threshold q c : for q < q c the size of the giant component (the largest subset of nodes that are connected by paths) is typically the size of the entire network. Beyond the percolation threshold (q > q c ) the networks falls apart into a family of disconnected, fragmented sub-networks.
The resilience properties of the WAN and GCSN to sequential node removal are depicted in Fig. 5 .
For each centrality measure (degree, betweenness, and flux), we remove fractions q of nodes according to their rank with respect to k, b, and F , respectively. We compare two different removal protocols. Since both networks are strongly inhomogeneous, removing a fraction of nodes is not equivalent to removing a fraction of traffic (see Fig. 5a ). Furthermore, we observe a percolation threshold for the targeted attacks in both networks. The WAN exhibits a percolation threshold at q c N = 13.8%, 17.2% and 9.4%, for node removal according to degree, flux and betweenness. The thresholds are significantly larger for the GCSN at q c N = 44.3%, 49.0% and 39.5%. In each network the threshold depends only weakly on the choice of centrality measure because of the strong correlation among different centrality measures. Note however that both networks are most susceptible to removal according to betweenness rank, followed by degree and node flux. The overall higher threshold in the GCSN is caused by the greater connectivity σ and mean degree 〈k〉 of the network (see Table I ). Figure 5c depicts S as a function of q F . The random failures appear to be more effective here because they remove more nodes for a given fraction of removed traffic than the targeted attacks, since not only high-centrality nodes are selected. However, due to the strong nonlinear relationship between q N and q F it is evident that both networks are strongly resilient to targeted attacks. Even substantial traffic reduction has virtually no impact on the relative size of the giant component, for instance when 50% of the entire traffic is reduced in both networks, the giant component is still larger than 90% of the original network and no percolation threshold is observed in the range up to 80% of traffic reduction. These traffic reductions are unrealistic when compared to actual perturbations of real transportation networks.
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Percolation thresholds are therefore never reached under realistic conditions. Another approach that has been applied in unweighted networks [45] is based on the diameter of the network and its response to network disruption. Typically when high-centrality nodes are removed from the network, the diameter of the network increases as the shortest paths connecting two arbitrary nodes lengthen due to the increasing lack of hubs that can serve as connecting junctions. Figure 5d shows that this inflation of the network in response to node removal is observed in both networks. This effect is relatively independent of the choice of centrality measure used in the removal protocol. Furthermore, the GCSN is more robust to node reduction, which we believe to be a consequence of the high connectivity of the network.
Both percolation analysis and network inflation have only limited applicability in real world scenarios. Since real world network disruptions never reach the percolation threshold and network inflation only address global structural changes in network properties, a more refined quantity is needed that can determine the response to external perturbations below the percolation threshold and on a node by node basis. In section IV we propose a technique to quantify network resilience that permits the study of network pertubations in a more refined framework and well below the percolation threshold based on shortest-path trees. The key idea behind this technique is the ability to quantify the effect of network disruptions for each node and perform network-wide statistics of the impact of external pertubations or network disruptions.
V. NETWORK SHORTEST-PATH TREES
Global properties of strongly heterogeneous, multi-scale networks, such as connectivity, clustering coefficient, and diameter, as well as statistical distributions of centrality measures, provide important insight and may serve as quantitative classifiers for networks. However, they cannot resolve properties and structures on a local scale. On the other hand, local measures such as a node's individual degree, betweenness centrality, or mean link weight of its connections provide local information only and cannot capture global properties. Transportation networks exhibit important structure on intermediate scales, so it is vital to understand structural properties that are neither local nor global in these networks. One way to approach this is to analyse and investigate the structure of the entire network from the perspec- The panels depict the GCSN shortest-path tree for ports Wilhelmshaven, Germany and Shanghai. Note that the overall structure of both representations is different, yet both networks share the feature of circular arrangement according to node flux, encoded by color (blue represents large flux nodes and orange small node flux). Note that irrespective of the chosen root node, the closest nodes in terms of effective distance are always high flux nodes and small flux nodes are always peripheral in this representation. distance to the root node. Note also that the geometry of the networks exhibits significant structural differences in both networks: In the WAN the spatial distribution in the new representation is less regular and the scatter in effective distance is larger than in the GCSN where nodes reside in a well defined annular region.
In order to understand these qualitative differences and similarities we investigate the distribution of the shortest-path distances conditioned on the type of root node. The results of this analysis are depicted in Fig. 7 . Conditioned on the flux of the root node, we compute the distribution of shortest-path distance, that is, p(d |F ). Based on this distribution we determine the expected distance of the network from a node with specified flux as
as well as the conditional coefficient of variation:
The quantity µ d (F ) measures the typical distance from a root node with flux F to the rest of the network.
The coefficient of variation measures the statistical variability in d . Figure 7 depicts both quantities for the WAN and GCSN. Note that µ d (F ) behaves identically for both networks and can described by
with τ ≈ 0.75. Note that this relation indicates the existance of a lower limit to the typical effective distance for increasing node flux µ d (∞) > 0 which implies that even extremely large hubs exhibit a least distance to the rest of the network. Eq. (12) implies that mean effective distance decreases in a systematic way with node centrality and according to the same relation in both networks. However, the coefficient of variation increases monotonically with F , which implies that the variability in effective distance increases with the centrality of the root node. This can also be observed in Fig 7b and A characteristic property of the network representation in Fig. 6 is that regardless of the properties of the root node, the rest of the nodes tend to sort in concentric circles (effective distances) according to centrality measures. A key question is then how effective distance correlates with centrality measures. If there is a strong correlation between effective distance and node centrality measures, this implies that centrality measures dominate the placement of a node in a network.
In order to determine the relationship between effective distance and centrality measures, we selected 2.5% of the most central nodes, according to degree, flux and betweenness and collected them in a subset of nodes Ω. The fraction of nodes in this set represents 5% of the entire network. The remaining 95% of the nodes are denoted byΩ. Based on this subset we determine the distribution p(x, d |Ω), the probability of finding a node inΩ with centrality measure x (degree, flux, betweenness) and effective distance d to the root nodes in Ω. From this we computed the conditional mean 
The logarithmic increase of the clustering coefficient implies that in their peripheral regions the WAN and GCSN become less tree-like. A plausible explanation is that low-centrality nodes that are connected to the root nodes in Ω do not exhibit large fractions of connections among one another, which indicates that high-centrality root nodes function as "feed-in" hubs to low centrality nodes.
A. Resilience and shortest paths
The concept of shortest-path trees can also give insight into the networks' resilience properties discussed in section IV. In response to removal of a fraction q N of most central nodes or the equivalent A Resilience and shortest paths fraction of traffic q F in the entire network, we can compute the impact by investigating the change of shortest-path trees T i for each root node i , that is, we can quantify the impact of the network disruption from the perspective of every node. To this end we define a node's impact factor as
whered i is the median shortest-path distance from reference node i to all other nodes j , and ∆d i the change of this median in response to the network disruption. This impact factor is different for every node and the distribution p(ξ) gives insight into the variability of how individual nodes are affected by the network disruption [47] . 
VI. DISCUSSION
The comparative analysis of the worldwide air-transportation network and the global cargoship network presented here is a first step towards a better understanding of the organizational structure, the evolution and management of large scale infrastructural networks in general. The statistical analysis of node and link centrality measures and their correlations revealed a suprising degree of similarity of both networks despite their different purpose, scale and connectivity. We believe that this is strong evidence for common underlying principles that govern the growth and evolution of infrastructural networks. This is also supported by the variety of simple algebraic scaling relations that we extracted from both networks.
Our analysis revealed an unusual discontinuity in the distribution of both link and node betweenness. This suggests that strongly heterogeneous transportation and mobility networks exhibit a natural functional separation of links and nodes into two distinct groups. Interestingly, this discontinuity is localized at the same relative betweenness value and has approximately the same magnitude in both networks. We conclude that this natural separation into different classes of nodes and links might well be a universal feature of these transportation networks as well and could be a starting point for further investigations along these lines.
The analysis of network resilience showed that because of their dense connectivity, both networks cannot be investigated by conventional analysis techniques such as percolation theory or network diameter inflation. The percolation threshold for both networks lies well beyond any realistic network pertubations. The alternative approach based on effective distance, shortest paths, and shortest-path trees allows a better, more intuitive representation of networks and resilience analysis, taking into account the fact that nodes that are connected by strong traffic are effectively closer than nodes that are connected by weak links and investigating network pertubations from the viewpoint of chosen reference nodes. Furthermore, the shortest-path-tree representation revealed an interesting correlation of effective shortest path distance and node centrality measures such as flux, degree, and betweenness and an interesting symmetry in both networks: On average, any node in the network is closest to the subset of nodes with high centrality. This has fundamental implications for spreading phenomena on these types of networks. Whereas global disease dynamics, for example, is characterized by highly complex 20 spatio-temporal patterns when visualized in conventional geographical coordinates, we expect these patterns become simpler and thus better understood when shortest-path-tree representations are employed. Since the shortest-path-tree representations are structurally similar in both networks one might expect a strong dynamic similarity of otherwise unrelated spreading phenomena that occur in these networks, for example the global spread of emergent human infectious diseases on the worldwide airtransportation network and human mediated bioinvasion processes on the global cargoship network.
We conclude that our results can serve as a starting point for both the development of theories for the evolution of large scale transportation networks and dynamical processes that evolve on them.
